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Dictionaries and Reference
Overview

A DVA N C E D

Specialist
BEGI N N ER

General

American
and Canadian

Picture

Bilingual

Oxford Learner’s Word Lists
The Oxford 3000 is a list of the 3,000 core
words that every learner of English needs
to know.

OPAL provides an essential guide to the
most important words to know in the field
of English for Academic Purposes (EAP).

The words have been chosen based on their
frequency in the Oxford English Corpus
and relevance to learners of English. Every
word is aligned to the Common European
Framework (CEFR), guiding learners on the
words they should know at A1-B2 level.

The lists are based on the 71-million word
Oxford Corpus of Academic English and
the British Academic Spoken English corpus,
to ensure they cover a true picture of both
written and spoken academic English.

The Oxford 5000 is an expanded core
word list for advanced learners of English.

The Oxford Phrase List is a list of common
phrases that learners are likely to come
across in English, including idioms,
phrasal verbs, collocations and common
prepositional phrases.

As well as the Oxford 3000 core word list,
it includes an additional 2,000 words that
are aligned to the CEFR, guiding advanced
learners at B2-C1 level on the most useful
high-level words to learn to expand
their vocabulary.

Every phrase is aligned to the CEFR, guiding
learners on the language they should know
at each level.
See more online at: oup.com/elt
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Dictionaries

Oxford produces a range of dictionaries, grammar and reference materials for different English
learning and teaching scenarios, including the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, the world’s
bestselling English learner’s dictionary, Michael Swan’s Practical English Usage, the Picture
Dictionary suite, and lists of the most important words and phrases to learn in English.

bull Ab

budget ALbVdZItA noun

Dictionaries for
All Levels of Learners

the m
anima

a plan of how much money you will have
and how you will spend it: We have a weekly
budget for food.
j budget verb (budgets, budgeting ,
budgeted): I am budgeting very carefully
because I want to buy a new car.

bulld
a stro
head

bulld

buffalo ALbVf@l@UA noun (plural buffalo)

ALbUld
a big
machi
earth
land f

a large wild animal that looks like a cow with
long curved horns c Look at Picture
Dictionary page P3.

Dictionaries

buffet ALbUfeIA noun
Oxford’s learner’s dictionaries are carefully graded to meet the
needs
a meal
whenofalllearners
the food isat
ondifferent
a big table and bulle
you entry
take what
youeach
want: a
buffet
levels. See how the dictionaries differ at these levels. The same
from
(for
thelunch
verb
noun
a sma
bug
A
bVgA noun
build) shows the differences.
gun: T
1 a small insect
2 an illness that is not serious: I’ve caught a
bug.
3 a fault in a machine,
especially a computer
Second
system or program edition

bulle

Oxford Essential Dictionary

English

bully

a pers
person
j bul
ALbUlid
school

buggy ALbVgiA noun (plural buggies)

) English
(British)
(American stroller
for elementary and pre-intermediate
learners
of
a chair on wheels in which a young child is

Buddhism

build


pushed along c same meaning pushchair
Buddhism /ˈbʊdɪzəm/ noun [U] an Asian religion c Look at the picture at pushchair.
that was started in India by Siddharta Gautama
 nip sth in the bud

nip

93



train or a place at a station where passengers can

(Buddha) for
buy foodK
and Adrinks
Designed
build
bIldA verb (builds, building ,
Buddhist /ˈbʊdɪst/
noun [C] a person whose reli- built AbIlt
2 A, has built )
elementary
–
buffet
/ˈbʌfɪt/ verb [T] to knock or push sth in a
gion is Buddhism  Buddhist adj: a Buddhist temple
way
from side to by
side:putting
The boat parts
was buffeted
torough
make
something
pre-intermediate
learners
budding /ˈbʌdɪŋ/ adj [only
before a noun] wantby the rough sea.
ing or starting to develop and be successful: Have
19,000
youwords
got anyand
tips phrases
for budding young photographers?

together: He built a wall in front of the house.
k
The1 bridge
is built
stone. AmE) any small
bug
/bʌɡ/ noun
1 [C]of
(especially

insect 2 [C] an illness that is not very serious and
buddy
/ˈbʌdi/ noun [C] (pl buddies) (informal) a builder
A noun
that peopleA LbIld@GrH
get from each
other: I don’t feel very well
Focus
on 2,000
keywords – core meanings
friend: an old college buddy of mine
a —I
person
whose
to make
buildings
think I’ve
got thejob
bugisthat’s
going round.
3 usually the
… bug [sing] (informal) a sudden interest
in
budge
/bʌdʒ/ verb [I,T]definitions
1 to move or make sth
Oxford Essential
Dictionary
9780194333993
Short,
easy-to-understand
sth: They’ve been bitten by the golf bug. 4 [C] a very
move a little: I tried as hard as I could to loosen the
 We
small microphone (= a device used for recording
screw grammar
but it simply–wouldn’t
Essential
e.g. partsbudge.
of verb
– just couldn’t
sounds)
that is hidden and used to secretly listen to
budge
the car when it got stuck in the mud. 2Rights
to
information
shown
in full
and record people’s conversations 5 [C] something
change or make sb change a firm opinion: Neither
wrong in a system or machine, especially a comside
in the
dispute isshow
prepared
to budge.
Short,
easy
examples
most
3Full rights
text, aaudio
and line illustrations
puter: in
There’s
bug inrecordings
the software.
budgerigar
/ˈbʌdʒəriɡɑː(r)/ (also informal
typical
uses
2
budgie) noun [C] a small, brightly coloured bird that bug /bʌɡ/ verb [T] (bugging; bugged) 1 to hide a
people often keep as a pet in a cage (= a box made
very small microphone (= a device used for recordof bars)  note at pet
ing sounds) somewhere so that people’s conversations can be recorded secretly: Be careful what you
 budget1 /ˈbʌdʒɪt/ noun 1 [C,U] a plan of how to
Fourth
say. This room is bugged. 2 (informal) to annoy
or
spend an amount of money over a particular period
edition
worry sb: It bugs him that he’s not as successful
as his
of time; the amount of money that is mentioned:
brother.
What’s your monthly budget for food?  a country’s
defence budget  The work was finished on time and
buggy
/ˈbʌɡi/ (pl buggies) (BrE) = pushchair
within budget.  The builders are already 20% over
budget. 2 Budget [C,usually sing] a statement by a  build1 /bɪld/ verb (pt, pp built /bɪlt/) 1 [T] to make
Shortlisted for the
government
saying for
how much money it plans to
Designed
sth by putting pieces, materials, etc. together:
British Council
spend on particular things in the next year and
They’ve built a new bridge across the river.  The
Innovation in Learner
intermediate
how it plans to collect money: Do you think taxes
house is built of stone. 2 [I] to use land for building
Resources
will learners
go up in this year’s budget?
on: There’s plenty of land to build on around here.
3 [T] to develop or increase sth: The government is
Award 2013
budget2 /ˈbʌdʒɪt/ verb [I,T] budget (sth) (for sth)
trying to build a more modern society.  This book
to plan carefully how much money to spend on sth:
claims to help people to build their self-confidence.
The government has budgeted £10 billion for educa build sth in/on; build sth into/onto sth
tion. 44,000 words, phrases
to make sth a part of sth else: They’ve made sure that
3
budget
/ˈbʌdʒɪt/ adj [only before a noun] (inforand meanings
a large number of checks are built into the system.
mal) (used in advertisements) very cheap: budget
 We’re planning to build two more rooms onto the
3,000 keywords – all regular
holidays
back of the house.
meanings
of(informal)
the word= budgerigar
build on sth to use sth as a base from which you
budgie
/ˈbʌdʒi/
can make further progress: Now that we’re begin1
buff‘One-search’
/bʌf/ noundefinitions
[C] (informal)
a person
who
written
in
ning to make a profit, we must build on this success.
knows
a lot aboutdefining
a particular
subject and is very
2,100-word
vocabulary
build sth on sth to base sth on sth: a society built on
interested in it: a film/computer buff
the principle of freedom and democracy
2 the most frequent phrasal verbs
buffAll
/bʌf/ adj (slang) physically fit and attractive
build up (to sth) to become greater in amount or
with big muscles
number; to increase: The traffic starts to build up at
Wider range of examples, but still
this time of day.
buffalo
/ˈbʌfələʊ/ noun [C] (pl buffalo or buffaeasy to
understand, and a useful
build sth up 1 to make sth seem more important
loes) a large wild animal that looks like a cow with
or greater than it really is: I don’t think it’s a very
students
longmodel
curved for
horns:
a herd of buffalo
serious matter, it’s just been built up in the newsbuffer /ˈbʌfə(r)/ noun [C] 1 a thing or person that
papers. 2 to increase or develop sth over a period:
reduces the unpleasant effects of sth or prevents
You’ll need to build up your strength again slowly
Oxford Wordpower
violent
contact Dictionary
between two 9780194397988
things, people, etc:
after the operation.
UN forces are acting as a buffer between the two sides
2
in the war. 2 a flat round piece of metal with a build /bɪld/ noun [C,U] the shape and size of sb’s
body: She has a very athletic build.
spring behind it that is on the front or back of a train
or at the end of a railway track. Buffers reduce the
Build or figure? Build usually describes
shock when sth hits them.
size in connection with strength and muscle and
buffet1 /ˈbʊfeɪ; ˈbʌfeɪ/ noun [C] 1 a meal (usually
is used for both men and women. Figure usually
at a party or a special occasion) at which food is
describes shape, especially whether it is attractive
placed on a long table and people serve themselves:
or not, and is usually used only for women.
Lunch was a cold buffet.  a buffet lunch 2 part of a

Oxford Wordpower Dictionary
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VOWELS

iː see

i any

ɪ sit

e ten

æ hat

ɑː father

ɒ got

ɔː saw

ʊ put

uː too

u usual

bum A

B

1 (Bri
on

1

S

Som
rude

2 (Am

very serious and that people get from each other: I
don’t feel very well – I think I’ve got the bug that’s
going round. c note at disease 3 [C] (COMPUTING )

something wrong in a system or machine, especially
a computer: There’s a bug in the software. 4 (usually
the...bug) [sing.] (informal) a sudden interest inThird
sth:
edition
They’ve been bitten by the golf bug. 5 [C] a very small
device (microphone) that is hidden and secretly
records people’s conversations
bug2 MbVgM verb [T] (bugging; bugged) 1 to hide a
MICROPHONE somewhere so that people’s
conversations can be recorded secretly: Be careful
    
what you say. This room is bugged. 2 (informal) to
annoy or worry sb
buggy M"bVgiM (pl. buggies) (BrE) = PUSHCHAIR
THESAURUS

Oxford Student’s Dictionary

for learners using English to study other subjects

build
l

l

l

l

build1 e

i

build

MbIldM verb (pt, pp built MbIltM) 1 [T] to
make sth by putting pieces, materials, etc. together:
They’ve built a new bridge across the river. k The
house is built of stone. 2 [I] to use land for building
on: There’s plenty of land to build on around here.
3 [T] to develop or increase sth: The government is
trying to build a more modern society. k This book
claims to help people to build their self-confidence.
Blacksth
plate
(97,1) sth to
K
build sth in/on; build
into/onto
make sth a part of sth else: They’ve made sure that a
large number of checks are built into the system.
k We’re planning to build two more rooms onto the
back of the house.
build on sth to use sth as a base from which you can
97
make further progress: Now that we’re beginning to
make a profit, we must build on this success.

build-up

l

l

l

l

Lbuilding site noun [C] an area
building is being built

Lbuilding society noun [C] (BrE

organization like a bank with whi
money and which lends money to
to buy a house

Lbuild-up noun [C, usually sing.]

sth) an increase of sth over a peri
Btension
in the area has made war

2 a build-up (to sth) a period of p

Rights
information
3Full rights in
text, available
diagrams and
line illustrations

Example
use cases



 


Bilingual print
editions



Handheld
electronic
dictionary
devices



Search
engine use
Language
engineering
 

Electronic
applications for
Web and mobile

   

i

THESAURUS
building

property premises complex structure block
edifice See more online at: oup.com/elt
These are all words for a structure such as a house,
office block or factory that has a roof and four
l

l

l

l

M"bIldINM noun 1
such as a house, shop or school, t
walls: There are a lot of very old bu
2 [U] the process or business of m
building materials k the building i





l

building e

build sth on sth to base sth on sth: a society built on
the principle of freedom and democracy
build up (to sth) to become greater in amount or
number; to increase: The traffic starts to build up at
this time of day.
build sth up 1 to make sth seem more important or
greater than it really is: I don’t think it’s a very serious
matter, it’s just been built up in the newspapers. 2 to
increase or develop sth over a period: You’ll need to
build up your strength again slowly after the operation.
build2 MbIldM noun [C,U] the shape and size of sb’s
body: She has a very athletic build.
builder M"bIld@(r)M noun [C] a person whose job is to
build houses and other buildings

l

construct assemble erect put up put together
These words all mean to make sth, especially by

property premises complex s
edifice
These are all words for a structure
office block or factory that has a r
walls.
building: an industrial building
property: Several buyers viewed th
premises: The company needs lar
complex: a leisure complex
structure: a wooden structure
block : a block of flats
edifice (formal): an imposing edif
l

construct assemble erect put up put together
These words all mean to make sth, especially by
putting different parts together.
build: to build a house
construct: When was the bridge constructed?
assemble: The cupboard is easy to assemble.
erect: Police erected barriers to keep the crowds
back.
put up : They’re putting up new hotels to boost tourism in the area.
put together: to put together a model plane

Joint
Winner
HRH
Duke of
horns:
a herd ofESU
buffalo
2 =The
BISON c look at water
Edinburgh
English Language Book
buffalo
Awards
2008 (Second
buffer M"bVf@(r)M
noun [C]Edition)
1 a thing or person that
reduces a shock or protects sb/sth against
difficulties: UN forces are acting as a buffer between
the two sides in the war. k a buffer state (= a small
country
between
two powerful
Designed
for
learners
usingstates that helps
keep peace between them) 2 (BrE) one of two round
English
todevices
study
metal
onother
the frontsubjects;
or end of a train, or at the
end of a railway/railroad track,level
that reduce the
at an upper-intermediate
shock if the train hits sth 3 (COMPUTING ) an area in a
computer’s memory where data can be stored for a
short time
52,000 words, 1phrases and meanings
buffet M"bUfeIM noun [C] 1 a meal (usually at a party
or a special
at which(so
food
is placed on a
Same basic
entriesoccasion)
as Wordpower
accessible
long table and people serve themselves: Lunch was
from intermediate
k a buffet lunch 2 part of a train where
a cold buffet.level)
passengers can buy food and drinks; a CAFE at a
Extra help
with vocabulary building, for learners to
station
2
write more
extensively
in English
fromor
a push sth in a
buffet
M"bVfItM verb
[T] to knock
rough way from side to side: The boat was buffeted
lower level
by the rough sea.
8,000 extra
words
to help students
bug1curricular
MbVgM noun
1 [C] (especially
AmE) anyuse
small
2 [Cother
] (informal)
(HEALTH
an illness that is not
English insect
to study
subjects
– all) explained
very2,100-word
serious and defining
that people
get from each other: I
within the
vocabulary
don’t feel very well – I think I’ve got the bug that’s
going round. c note at disease 3 [C] (COMPUTING )
something wrong in a system or machine, especially
a computer: There’s a bug in the software. 4 (usually
Oxford Student’sthe...bug)
Dictionary
9780194331388
[sing.] (informal) a sudden
interest in sth:
They’ve been bitten by the golf bug. 5 [C] a very small
device (microphone) that is hidden and secretly
records people’s conversations
Formats
bug2 MbVgM verb [T] (bugging; bugged) 1 to hide a
MICROPHONE somewhere so that people’s
XML
Image filessecretly:
for illustrations
conversations can be recorded
Be careful
what
you
say.
This
room
is
bugged.
2 (informal)
Audio files
Supplementary
content into
annoy or worry sb
InDesign/PDF
Data components
may be
buggy M"bVgiM
(pl. buggies) (BrE) = PUSHCHAIR
available in other formats,
e.g. CSV THESAURUS

building

Dictionaries

i

THESAURUS

l

5

Oxford Advanced
Learner’s Dictionary
buggy

194

Dictionaries

Designed
for
 I’ll be buggered (BrE, taboo, slang) used to express
great surprise: Well, I’ll be buggered!
upper-intermediate
to Look who’s here. I’m
ˈbuggered if … (BrE, taboo, slang) used to say that you do
advanced
learners
not know sth or to refuse to do sth: ‘What’s this meeting all
about?’ ‘I’m buggered if I know.’  Well I’m buggered if I’m
going to help her after what she said to me.

B

Over
phrases,
89,000
meanings
and
bug60,000
ˈbʌɡəri79,000
/ noun [U]
(BrE, taboo,
slang
or law) ANAL
·gery /words,
sex examples (in print)
109,000
buggy /ˈbʌɡi/ noun, adj.
Over
86,000 words, 95,000 phrases,112,000 meanings
 noun (pl. -ies) 1 (BrE ) a small car, often without a roof or
usedexamples
for a particular
purpose: a garden/golf buggy
anddoors,
237,000
(online/app)

 compare GOLF CART  see also BEACH BUGGY 2 (BrE also
a type of
light folding chair on wheels in which a baby or small
Oxford
is both
and defining
child 3000™
is pushed
alongkeyword
3 a lightlist
CARRIAGE
for one or two
people, pulled
by onestudents
horse learn and understand the
vocabulary
– ensures
 adj. (comparative bug·gier, superlative bug·gi·est) (informal)
most
important words
1 (of a computer system or program) full of BUGS so it does
not work
correctly:
The software
is buggy
and slow.
Detailed
help
with vocabulary
building
builds
up 2 full
of BUGS (= insects): The summers are hot and humid and
learners’
active
knowledge
of
English
buggy. 3 (NAmE ) crazy: With this app, kids go buggy over
math. 4 (NAmE ) (of eyes) sticking out, especially in a way
that looks crazy: I do not believe in little alien dudes with
Formats
buggy eyes.  My eyes went buggy just looking at them.
XML compare BUG - EYED
Supplementary content in

Learners
will always
find what
theyalso
need
ˈbaby buggy
, pushchair
) (NAmE
strol·ler)

bugle
instrument like a small
InDesign/PDF
API
access/ˈbjuːɡl/ noun a musical
TRUMPET, used in the army for giving signals
Data
components may be
Audio
files /ˈbjuːɡlə(r)/ noun a person who
bu·gler
plays the bugle
available in other formats,
bui·bui
ˌbuːiˈbuːi
/ EAfrE [buiˈbui] noun (EAfrE ) an item of
Image
files /for
illustrations
e.g. CSV
clothing worn by some Muslim women, consisting of a
long black dress and a piece of black cloth that covers
the head showing only the face or eyes

Example
use cases

buggy
  /bɪld/ verb, noun
build

New
Tenth

edition

protein to build you up. ˌbuild sth↔ˈup 1 to create or
develop sth: She’s built up a very successful business. 
These finds help us build up a picture of life in the Middle
Ages.  I am anxious not to build up false hopes (= to
encourage people to hope for too much). 2 to make sth
higher or stronger than it was before
 noun 1 [U, C, usually sing.] the shape and size of the human
body: a man of average build 2 [sing.] the process of building or constructing sth: We are just completing the build of
our new house.  see also NEW BUILD 3 [C] a version of a
piece of software that is created, especially one of a series
of versions created before the final version is released
4 [sing.] the form or style in which sth is constructed,
especially a vehicle: a car with superb build quality
! SYNONYMS

build

construct  assemble  erect  put sth up
These words all mean to make sth, especially by putting
different parts together.
build to make sth, especially a building, by putting parts
together: a house built of stone  They’re going to build on the
site of the old power station.
construct [often passive] (rather formal) to build sth
such as a road, building or machine
assemble (rather formal) to fit together all the separate
parts of sth such as a piece of furniture or a machine: The
cupboard is easy to assemble.
erect
to build
sth; to put sth in position and
Oxford(formal)
Advanced Learner’s
Dictionary
9780194798495
make it stand upright: Police had to erect barriers to keep
crowds back.
put sth up to build sth or place sth somewhere: They’re
putting up new hotels in order to boost tourism in the area.
PATTERNS

 to
build/construct/erect/put
up asth
house/wall
↔ˈup 1 to create or
protein
to build you up. ˌbuild
 to
build/construct/erect/put
some
shelves business. 
develop
sth: She’s built up aupvery
successful
verb (built, built /bɪlt/) 1   [T, I] to make sth, especially
 to
build/construct/erect/put
up
a
barrier/fence/
These finds help us build up a picture of life in the Middle
a
building,
bybuggered
putting parts
~(sth)
They
I’ll be
(BrE,together:
taboo, slang)
used
to have
express
shelter
Ages.  I am anxious not to build up false hopes (= to
permission
to buildWell,
200 I’ll
new
 We
build
computer
great surprise:
behomes.
buggered!
Look
who’s
here. I’m
build/construct/assemble
a(n)too
engine/machine
people to hope for
much). 2 to make sth
systems
for large
companies.
 They’re
tosay
build
on you
the do  toencourage
(BrE, taboo,
slang) going
used to
that
ˈbuggered
if …
 to
build/construct
a road/railway/tunnel
higher
or stronger
than it was before
sitenot
of the
oldsth
power
from/in/of/out
of all
know
or tostation.
refuse 
tobe
dobuilt
sth: ‘What’s
this meeting
 
tonoun
erect/put
upusually
a tent/statue/monument
1 [U, C,
sing.] the shape and size of the human
sth about?’
The houses
are built if
out
of local
stone.I’m
 buggered
~sth for sb
‘I’m buggered
I know.’
 Well
if I’m
body: a man of average build 2 [sing.] the process of buildThey
hadto
a house
built
forwhat
them.she
 ~sb
going
help her
after
saidsth
to David
me. built us a
ing
are just
completing
the build
ˈbɪldə(r)/ nounsth:
1 aWe
person
or company
whose
job of
shed in the back yard. 2   [T] ~sth to create or develop
·eror/constructing
bug
·gery /ˈbʌɡəri/ noun [U] (BrE, taboo, slang or law) ANALbuild
new
see also
3 [C]2 a(usually
versioninof a
is toour
build
orhouse.
repairhouses
or NEW
otherBUILD
buildings
sth:sex
They are trying to build long-term relationships.  to
piece of )software
that
created,
especially
of a series
compounds
a person
oris thing
that
builds, one
creates
or
build a community/society  We focused on building the
buggyone
/ˈbʌɡi
/ noun, adj.
of versions
before
final version
is released
develops
sth: a created
shipbuilder
 athe
confidence
builder
see
business
customer
at a time. 3 [I] (of a feeling) to
 noun gradually
(pl. -ies) 1 stronger:
(BrE ) a small
oftenand
without
a roof or also4BODYBUILDER
[sing.] the form or style in which sth is constructed,
become
The car,
tension
excitement
doors,
used all
forday.
a particular
purpose:
especially
a vehicle: anoun
garden/golf buggyˈbuilders’
car with
superb
 see CASTLE
built
gradually
, Ra
OME
merchant
a person
orbuild
shopquality
that sup compare
GOLF
CART sth
see[usually
also BEACH
BUGGY
(BrE also plies materials to the building trade

ˌbuild sth
aˈround
passive]
to 2create
! SYNONYMS
, pushchair
) (NAmE
also isstrol
) a type
·leraround
sth,ˈbaby
using buggy
sth else
as a basis:
The story
built
a of
  /ˈbɪldɪŋ/ noun 1   [C] a structure
light
folding
chair
on wheels
in sth
which
a baby
orsth
small
group
of high
school
dropouts.
ˌbuild
↔ˈin
ˌbuild
build
child
pushed
along13toa make
light CARRIAGE
for one part
or two such
as a house
or school that
has aput
roof
and
passive]
sth a permanent
ˈinto
sth is[often
 assemble
construct
erect
sth
upwalls: a tall/
by one
horse
high-rise/ten-storey building  an apartment/office building
of apeople,
larger pulled
structure:
We’re
having new wardrobes built in.
These words all mean to make sth, especially by putting
adj. (comparative
bug·gi·est
) (informal)
 the restoration of historic buildings  to design/construct/
 Manufacturers
arebug·gier
building, superlative
new security
features
into
different parts together.
1 (products.
of a computer
system
program
full of
BUGS
so it does erect
a building  see also LISTED BUILDING  VISUAL VOCAB
their
 The
pipesor
were
built ) into
the
concrete.
build
sth,
especially
building,
bybuilding:
putting parts
 [U]
work
correctly:
The software
buggy and
slow.
V33to
2 make
the
process aand
work of
the
2 tonot
make
sth
a permanent
part of aissystem,
plan,
etc:2Afull page
together
: a house
of stonebuilding
 They’re
going
to build
on the
of BUGS
(= insects
): The summers
are
hot
and humid
of the
schoolbuilt
 There’s
work
going
on next
certain
amount
of flexibility
is built into
the
system.
 seeand building
site
of
the
old
power
station.
) crazy:
thissth
app,
go buggy
alsobuggy.
BUILT -3IN(NAmE
ˈbuild
on sthWith
to use
as kids
a basis
for fur-over door.  the building trade  building materials  see also
4 (NAmE
(of eyes
) sticking
out, work.
especially
insth
a way TEAM
BUILDING
construct
[often passive] (rather formal) to build sth
thermath.
progress:
This) study
builds
on earlier
ˈbuild
crazy:
I do to
notbase
believe
dudes withˈbuilding
such asblock
a road, building
or machine
[usually
passive]
sth in
onlittle
sth: alien
an argument
on that
sth looks
noun 1 [C]
a piece of wood or plastic
buggy
eyes.logic
 My
eyes sth
went
buggy
just sth
looking
atsth
them. used
 ˌbuild
built
on sound
ˌbuild
↔ˈon
ˈonto
as a toy(rather
for children
things all
with
VISUAL
assemble
formal)totobuild
fit together
theseparate
 compare
- EYED an extra room) to an existing
to add
sth (forBUG
example,
building
[pl.] or
parts
that are
VOCAB
partspage
of sthV25
such2 as
a piece blocks
of furniture
a machine
: The
structure
building:
built
an extension

joined
together
in order
to make a large thing exist: Single
bugle /by
ˈbjuːɡl
/ noun They’ve
a musical
instrument
like on.
a small
cupboard
is easy
to assemble.
TheTRUMPET
new wing
wasinbuilt
last year. ˌbuild
words
are(formal)
the building
blocks
, used
the onto
armythe
forhospital
giving signals
erect
to build
sth;oftolanguage.
put sth in position and
ˈup (to sth) to become greater, more powerful or larger ˈbuilding site (especially BrE ) (also conˈstruction site BrE
make it stand upright: Police had to erect barriers to keep
bu
gler
/ˈbjuːɡlə(r)/ noun a person who plays the bugle
·
in number: All the pressure built up and he was off work for
andcrowds
NAmEback.
) noun an area of land where sth is being built
bui·bui
ˌbuːiˈbuːi
EAfrE
[buiˈbui
] noun
) an item
weeks
with /stress.
 /
The
music
builds
up to(EAfrE
a rousing
cli- of
noun
(US ˌsavings
and ˈloan
assoput sthsociety
up to build
sth(BrE
or )place
sth somewhere
: They’re
clothing
wornnoun
by some
consisting
 aˈbuilding
max.
 related
BUILDMuslim
- UP (1) women,
ˌbuild ˈup
to sth of
) anuporganization
lends
putting
new hotels in like
orderatobank
boostthat
tourism
in money
the area.to
longyourself
black dress
a piece
of black
cloth
that covers ciation
ˌbuild
ˈup and
to sth
to prepare
for
a particular
people
who want to buy a house. People also save money
the head
showing
onlyyourself
the faceup
ortoeyes
moment
or event:
Build
peak performance
PATTERNS
with a building society.
on the day of the exam.  related noun BUILD - UP (2) ˌbuild
 to build/construct/erect/put up a house/wall


bɪld/ verb,tonoun
give a very positive and ˈbuild-up
noun 1 [sing., U] an increase in the amount of sth
sb/sth ˈup [usually /passive]
 to build/construct/erect/put up some shelves
 verb (built, built /bɪlt/) 1   [T, I] to make sth, especially
enthusiastic
description of sb/sth, often making them
over
a period of time: a steady build-up of traffic in the
 to build/construct/erect/put up a barrier/fence/
a building,
bythey
putting
parts
~(sth)
They
have evenings 2 [C, usually sing.] ~(to sth) the time before an
seem
better than
really
are:together:
The play was
built
up to
shelter
to build
 We build computer
be permission
a masterpiece
but200
I new
foundhomes.
it very
disappointing.
important
event, when people are preparing for it: the
 to build/construct/assemble a(n) engine/machine
systems
for
large
companies.
 They’re going to build on the
build-up
to the president’s visit 3 [C, usually sing.] a very
 related noun BUILD - UP (3) ˌbuild sb/yourself↔ˈup
 to build/construct a road/railway/tunnel
site ofsb/yourself
the old power
station.orstronger:
be built from/in/of/out
and enthusiastic description of sth that is going to
to make
healthier
You need more of positive
 to erect/put up a tent/statue/monument
sth The houses are built out of local stone.  ~sth for sb
They had a house built for them.  ~sb sth David built us a
build·er /ˈbɪldə(r)/ noun 1 a person or company whose job
shed in the back yard. 2   [T] ~sth to create or develop
æ catsth:
| ɑː
father
e bedto| build
ɜː furlong-term
| ə aboutrelationships.
| ɪ sit | iː see
| i happy
| ɒ got
(BrE) |houses
ɔː sawor|other
ʌ cupbuildings
| ʊ put 2|(usually
uː too in
is to build
or repair
They
are|trying
 to
compounds) a person or thing that builds, creates or
build a community/society  We focused on building the
develops sth: a shipbuilder  a confidence builder  see
customer
at a time. 3 [I] (of a feeling) to
Seebusiness
more one
online
at: oup.com/elt
also BODYBUILDER
become gradually stronger: The tension and excitement
built gradually all day.  see CASTLE , R OME
ˈbuilders’ merchant noun a person or shop that sup-
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liquidation

488

Strain the fruit through a sieve, discarding the ~. | reserve x
Drain the octopus and reserve the cooking ~. | bring to the
boil | reduce x Reduce the ~ by boiling for two minutes. |
absorb, soak up | drink, sip, swallow
LIQUID + VERB drip, flow, ooze, pour, seep, trickle x The cold
~ trickled down her face.

liquidation

noun

ADJ. compulsory (BrE), forced (AmE),
VERB + LIQUIDATION be forced into, be

into (BrE), go into (esp. BrE)
into ~.
PREP. in ~ x a company in ~

x

voluntary
placed in (BrE), be put
The company may be forced

liquor

noun (esp. AmE)
alcoholic (BrE), hard, intoxicating (BrE), strong x I don’t
drink hard ~ any more. x It is an offence to sell intoxicating ~
to anyone under the age of 18. | corn, malt (both AmE)
VERB + LIQUOR consume, drink | pour (AmE) | sell, serve |
handle, hold (= drink without getting drunk) (both AmE) x
He can’t hold his ~.
LIQUOR + NOUN bottle (AmE) | cabinet (AmE) | company,
distributor, merchant, store, wholesaler (all AmE) | laws,
license (AmE)
ADJ.

list

noun
ADJ. long, short | complete, comprehensive, detailed,
exhaustive, extensive, full x We are compiling a full ~ of all
local businesses. | endless x the endless ~ of excuses of why
he could never make his appointments | impressive x The
show always featured an impressive ~ of guest stars. |
alphabetical | waiting x We’re on the waiting ~ for
membership of the golf club. | membership x the membership ~ of the Sierra Club | grocery (AmE), shopping | wine x
a restaurant with excellent food and an outstanding wine ~ |
mailing | reading x For further information, see the reading
~ at the end of the chapter. | best-seller x It was on the New
York Times best-seller ~ for 25 weeks. | priority | task (AmE),
to-do x It’s high on her to-do ~. | wish x I created a wish ~ of
what I wanted in a new job. | guest | cast x The play has an
impressive cast ~.
VERB + LIST assemble, compile, create, draw up, make, put
together | update | narrow (esp. BrE), narrow down x They
have narrowed their ~ of suspects to six. | publish, release |
post x The restaurant is required to post a ~ of all the prices.
| put sth on x Did you put bread on the shopping ~? | join x
His name will likely join the ~ of other boardroom casualties.
| scan x Her teacher scanned the ~ of students’ names. |
head, top x Job troubles top the ~ of stress factors for
Americans today.
LIST + VERB comprise sth, consist of sth, contain sth, include
sth x a ~ comprising all the paintings in the gallery | grow x
By July the ~ had grown to approximately 350 contributors. |
continue, go on x Inadequate space, lack of privacy,
unpleasant lighting ... the ~ goes on.
PREP. in a/the ~ x Names of past members are not included in
the ~. | on a/the ~ x I can’t see your name on the ~. | ~ for
x We acquired a waiting ~ for works by these artists. | ~ of x
a ~ of 200 names
PHRASES the bottom of a ~, the top of a ~ x Variety is near
the top of many people’s ~ of job requirements. | high on a ~
x Safety is high on our ~ of priorities. | a ~ of priorities x
Going to the bank is top of my ~ of priorities today.

listen

verb
actively, attentively, carefully, closely, hard, intently x
Now, ~ very carefully to what she says. | half-heartedly, idly,
passively x He ~ed idly to the radio chatter. | half x Lucy was
only half ~ing to their conversation. | barely, hardly x He
was hardly ~ing, for he had too much on his mind. | calmly,
patiently | politely, respectfully x The others ~ed respectfully to her words. | sympathetically x We ~ed politely to his
stories. | avidly, eagerly, raptly, with interest x The guests
were ~ing with great interest. | in silence, quietly, silently x

ADV.

They ~ed to the announcement in silence. | anxiously | in
awe
will, would x Nobody will ~ to me! x I tried to
warn her, but she wouldn’t ~. | not bother to x I didn’t even
bother to ~ to his reply. | need to, should x You need to ~ to
me! | be prepared to, be willing to | refuse to x He refused
to ~ to her explanation.
PREP. for x We ~ed anxiously for the sound of footsteps. | to x
I was ~ing to the radio.
PHRASES ~ with one ear (AmE) x I ~ed with one ear to the
conversation at the next table.
VERB + LISTEN

listener

noun
attentive, good, great, sympathetic | avid, eager |
casual | music, radio
PREP. ~ of x ~s of classical music | ~ to x He was an avid ~ to
the radio.
ADJ.

liter (AmE) (BrE litre)

noun a Note at MEASURE

literacy

noun
ADJ. basic x All the children are tested in basic ~. | adult |
mass, universal | computer, information (AmE) | cultural,
financial, media, science, technological (all esp. AmE) x a
movement to promote financial ~ among women | critical
(AmE) x Critical ~ questions the basic assumptions of our
society.
VERB + LITERACY achieve, acquire x different methods for
acquiring ~ | develop, improve, increase, promote, teach
LITERACY + NOUN campaign, initiative (AmE), programme/
program | curriculum (AmE) | education, instruction (both
esp. AmE) | class, course | test | acquisition, development
(both esp. AmE) | skills | level, rate

literate

adj.
VERBS be | become
ADV. extremely, fairly, very, etc. | highly x Only highly ~
people are capable of discussing these subjects. | fully x They
are the first fully ~ generation in the country. | barely x He
was uneducated and barely ~. | economically, musically,
politically, scientifically, technologically, etc.
PREP. in x Both parents were ~ in English.

literature

noun

1 written works of art
classical, contemporary, modern | popular | great |
African American, Russian, etc. x He has a degree in English
Literature. | 19th-century, 20th-century, etc. | feminist,
gay, lesbian
... OF LITERATURE piece, work
VERB + LITERATURE read, study, teach | publish | write x
Canadian ~ written over the past thirty years
ADJ.

2 writing on a particular subject
extensive, vast, voluminous | current, existing, recent
x the current ~ in science and natural history | published x
the published ~ on the subject | growing x There is a growing
~ on technological changes in developing countries. |
historical, medical, scientific, etc. | professional (esp.
AmE), scholarly x the scholarly ~ on the rise of the
environmental movement | promotional, sales
... OF LITERATURE body x the growing body of ~ on development
issues
PREP. ~ about x I picked up some ~ about pensions. | ~
concerning x the ~ concerning the modernization of trade
unions | ~ on x There’s an extensive ~ on the subject. | ~
regarding x the ~ regarding effectiveness and cost
ADJ.

litigation

noun
ADJ. costly, expensive | endless, lengthy, protracted |
complex | potential, threatened | pending | ongoing |
subsequent | civil, commercial, criminal | federal |
private | class-action (AmE) x the class-action ~ brought by
the families of the victims | liability (esp. AmE), malpractice,
tort (AmE) x the fear of medical malpractice ~ | employment, medical

Language
engineering

Black plate (489,1)

bring, conduct (BrE), file (esp. AmE),
initiate, pursue x the right to conduct ~ x The alleged
victims have elected to pursue ~. | engage in | become
involved in, get involved in | be engaged in, be involved
in | threaten | end, settle | avoid x The payment was made
to avoid threatened ~.
LITIGATION + NOUN costs, expenses | settlement (esp. AmE) |
finance (AmE)
PREP. ~ against x He engaged in endless ~ against the media. |
~ between x ~ between private parties | ~ over x ~ over
water rights
PHRASES the conduct of ~ (esp. BrE) x the defendant’s conduct
of the ~ | the cost of ~ | the risk of ~, the threat of ~
VERB + LITIGATION

litre (BrE) (AmE liter)
litter

noun a Note at MEASURE

noun

... OF LITTER pile
VERB + LITTER drop,

leave x Please do not leave ~ after your
picnic. | clean up, clear up, pick up
be strewn x Litter was strewn all over the field.
basket, bin (BrE) | lout (BrE) (litterbug in AmE)
x The local council has pledged to clamp down on ~ louts.

livelihood

noun
earn, gain | provide x Fishing provides a ~
for many people. | protect, secure x an insurance policy to
secure your ~ in old age | affect, threaten x The new law
threatens the ~ of thousands of farmers. | destroy, take
away | lose
LIVELIHOOD + VERB depend on sth x people whose ~ depends
on the forest
PHRASES a means of ~, a source of ~ x The boat was his
main source of ~.
VERB + LIVELIHOOD

liver

live

ADJ.

verb

1 in a place
alone | together x She disapproves of unmarried couples
living together. | apart, separately x The two sisters have ~d
apart for two years. x children living separately from their
parents | independently x older people still living independently | communally | abroad | permanently x I’m not
going to ~ here permanently.
VERB + LIVE come to, go to x We went to ~ in Canada when I
was three.
PREP. among x They ~d among the people of this remote
island. | at x She’s ~d at this same address for four years. |
in x He ~s in Cape Town. | near x She ~s quite near here. |
with x I still ~ with my parents.
PHRASES ~ at home x He’s still living at home (= with his
parents). | a place to ~ x young couples looking for a place
to ~
ADV.

2 be alive
longer x Women ~ longer than men in general. | forever
Who wants to ~ forever? I don’t. | happily (ever after) x All
she wanted was to get married and ~ happily ever after. |
comfortably, well x Most of the people ~ very well, with nice
houses and plenty to eat. x They’ll have enough money to ~
comfortably. | fully x I did want to ~ more fully. |
dangerously x Tonight she felt like living dangerously. |
amicably, harmoniously, peaceably, peacefully x the need
to ~ as harmoniously as possible with everyone else | quietly
x He was living quietly with his family. | cheaply x You can ~
there quite cheaply. | frugally, modestly x They ~d frugally
off a diet of beans and lentils. | vicariously x She tried to ~
vicariously through her children.
PREP. in x Many of the people ~ in poverty and misery. |
through x She ~d through two world wars. | with x people
living with AIDS | without x I absolutely could not ~ without
my cell phone!
PHRASES (for) as long as you ~ x I shall remember this day for
as long as I ~. | learn to ~ with sth x people who are
learning to ~ with disability | ~ a life of sth x He’s now
living a life of luxury in Australia. | ~ to (be) 80, 90, etc., ~
to the age of 80, 90, etc. x She ~d to the age of 95. | the
world we ~ in x teaching children about the world we ~ in
ADV.
x

live

adj., adv.
appear, be, perform, play, sing x He appeared ~ on the
Song and Dance Show. x Is the show ~ or recorded? x The
band have never played this song ~ before. | film x The show
was filmed ~ at the Arena. | report, speak, talk x We’ll be
reporting ~ from Beijing. x Later we’ll talk ~ with the former
New York police commissioner. | watch (sth) x I can watch
the games ~ on TV. | come to sb, go out x This concert
comes to you ~ from Carnegie Hall. x In those days the
broadcasts all went out ~. | air x The show will air ~ on June

VERBS

text, audio
recordings and
line illustrations

10. | be broadcast, be carried (AmE), be screened (BrE), be
shown, be televised, be transmitted x The trial was carried
~ on a Chicago radio station. x The game will be televised ~
this evening. | be recorded x The CD was recorded ~ at a
concert given last year.
PHRASES go ~ x The new website is expected to go ~ in October.

LITTER + VERB
LITTER + NOUN

noun

1 organ in the body
diseased, enlarged, fatty | healthy, normal | donor x a
nationwide appeal for a donor ~
LIVER + NOUN cancer, cirrhosis, damage, disease, dysfunction, failure, injury | cell, enzyme, tissue | function |
biopsy, transplant, transplantation
PREP. in the ~ x enzymes in the ~ | of the ~ x cirrhosis of the
~ | to the ~ x bile acids returning to the ~

2 liver of an animal as food
chopped | chicken, goose, pork, etc. | calf’s, lamb’s,
etc.
pâté

ADJ.

LIVER + NOUN

a Special page at FOOD

living

noun
comfortable, decent, good, honest x He makes a good ~
as a builder. | meagre/meager x She eked out a meagre/
meager ~ as an artist’s model.
VERB + LIVING earn, make x Her dream was to earn her ~ as a
singer. | eke out, scrape (esp. BrE), scrape together (esp.
BrE), scratch x They were forced to scratch a ~ by selling
things on the streets. | do sth for x He asked what I did for a
~. | provide x Ten acres provides a decent ~ for a rural
family.
ADJ.

load

noun
heavy, light x He has a heavy teaching ~ this year. | full x
The plane took off with a full ~. | maximum, peak (AmE) x
Maximum ~, including passengers, is 800 pounds. x a peak ~
of about 11.5 GW | high x Many companies are burdened by
high debt ~s.
VERB + LOAD bear, carry, shoulder | haul x They haul ~s of
produce to market. | handle x The airline simply couldn’t
handle the passenger ~. | lessen, lighten, reduce, share,
spread x We’re trying to spread the ~ by employing more
staff. | drop, dump, shed (BrE) x A lorry has shed its ~ on
the the A77 near Ballantrae.
PREP. under its, etc. ~ x The table creaked under its heavy ~.
ADJ.

loaded

adj.

1 carrying a load
VERBS be
ADV. heavily

x a convoy of heavily ~ trucks | fully x a fully ~
truck | lightly
with x The van was ~ with crates of beer.

PREP.

2 biased
heavily, very x For me both were very ~ questions. |
rather, slightly | culturally, emotionally, ideologically,
politically, symbolically x Try to avoid politically ~ terms
like ‘nation’.
PREP. against x The odds were slightly ~ against us. | in
favour/favor of (esp. BrE) x The legislation is heavily ~ in
favour/favor of employers.
ADV.
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(Oxford 3000TM), including CEFR grading of words
Topic-based vocabulary sets

List of available dictionaries

Pedagogically sound examples of usage

List of possible entries based on the search term

Grammar and collocation (word combination) information
for British and American English

Data for one entry that best matches the search term
List of ‘Did you mean?’ entries based on a search term

Real-voice audio files for dictionary headwords and Oxford
3000TM example sentences

List of entries to implement autocomplete functionality for
a partial search term

Aligned translations of basic English vocabulary for 22 languages

List of related entries based on an entry ID

Possible use cases include language engineering, natural
language processing, search engine use, voice assistants, and
background use in applications for Web and mobile

List of audio file links for a given entry ID

Available formats include XML and Audio files

List of additional features available in the chosen dictionary
(usage notes, pictures etc.)

Data components may be available in other formats, e.g. CSV

List of alphabetically near entries based on an entry ID

List of entries containing a particular feature

10

See more online at: oup.com/elt

3 Full rights available in all elements

Oxford Picture Dictionary

Second
edition

Dictionaries

Vibrant, realistic illustrations and
unparalleled teaching support
Available as American English
or 5 bilingual editions
Over 4,000 words, phrases and meanings presented in
illustrations within meaningful, real-life contexts
Includes job search, career planning, digital literacy and
other topics
Teacher resources, clasroom materials and class audio
programme available
5 bilingual editions include Arabic, Chinese, French,
Spanish, and Vietnamese

Formats
InDesign/PDF

XML available for first
edition

Audio files

English/French Dictionary New Edition

9780194505338

English/Vietnamese Dictionary New Edition

9780194505321

English/Arabic Dictionary New Edition

9780194505307

English/Chinese Dictionary New Edition

9780194505314

English/Spanish Dictionary New Edition

9780194505284

Class Audio Program

9780194505345

Monolingual (American English) Dictionary

9780194505291

Personal Information
A

B

Carlos

C

C-a-r-l-o-s

Campus

E

D

1. quad

3

B. Spell your name.

C. Print your name.

D. Type your name.

E. Sign your name.

3. bleachers

Handheld
electronic
dictionary devices

4. principal

Filling Out a Form
5

1
2

Bilingual print
editions

2. field

2

1

A. Say your name.

Example
use cases

School

5. assistant principal

Administrators

6

6. counselor

7

3

5

4

8

4

6

7. classroom

Electronic
applications for
Web and mobile

8. teacher
14

9. restrooms

Around Campus

9

10. hallway
10

11

15

12

7

13

16

9

8

11. locker
11

20

17

18

10

19

12. main office
13. clerk

12

14

14. cafeteria

13
https://www.registrationformOPD.com

16. teacher’s aide

2. first name

3. middle initial

4. last name

15

address
5. street address
work phone
(
)

6. apartment number
-

(

10. area code 11. phone number

14. date of birth (DOB)

15. place of birth (POB)

)

-

7. city

8. state

additional numbers
(

12. home phone

)

17

18

16. gender

4505291_OPD3e_Monolingual.indb 4

text, audio
recordings
and illustrations

19. gym
19

17. male
18. female

3Full rights in

18. auditorium

-

13. cell phone

20. coach

19. Social Security number

20

Pair practice.
Talk
about yourself.
Make new conversations.
TextMy
A:
TKfirst name is Carlos.
TextPlease
B:
TK spell Carlos for me.
TextC-a-r-l-o-s.
A:
TK

17. library

16

9. ZIP code

20. signature

4

Rights
information

15. computer lab

1. name

Moreabout
vocabulary
Talk
yourself.
Students
Text
TK do not pay to attend a public school.
Students
Text
TK pay to attend a private school.
A church,
Text
TK mosque, or temple school is a parochial school.

Internet
Share your
Research:
answers.
popular names
Type
1. text
“SSA,
TK top names 100 years” in the search bar.
Report:
2. text TK
According to the SSA list, James is the number
13.male
text name.
TK

5/7/16 6:45 PM

21. track
21

Use contractions
Share
your answers.and talk about the pictures.
= He’s
She is = She’s
1. He
textisTK
is =TK
It’s
They are = They’re
2. Ittext
They’re students.
3. He’s
text aTKteacher.

4505291_OPD3e_Monolingual.indb 5

!
5

5/7/16 6:45 PM
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Some images
require
reclearance
or removal

Oxford Picture Dictionary
for the Content Areas
Second
edition

Dictionaries

Bookbinders’ Guild of
New York Design Award

Created using Oxford Children’s
Corpus with over 200 million words
Beginner to intermediate
(upper-primary and secondary) level
Over 1,600 words and 77 topics organised into ten
thematic units
Additional vocabulary, academic language and critical
thinking practice available
Reproducibles Collection with reading and writing
practice
Over 1,350 word and picture cards available

Example
use cases

Teacher’s Edition includes a research-based instructional
routine, customizable lesson plan, Instructional
Assesment Usage Guide

Bilingual print
editions
Handheld
electronic
dictionary
devices
Electronic
applications for
Web and mobile

Formats

English Dictionary

9780194525008

English-Spanish Edition

9780194525022

Audio for pronunciation of dictionary terms and
readings available

Teacher's Edition

9780194525459

Workbook

9780194525046

Academic Language Accelerator with 100+ suggestions
for facilitating content vocabulary and concept learning

Audio CDs

9780194525565

Assesment CD-ROM

9780194525596

Customizable tests for every topic available

Content Area Readers Teacher's Book with Audio CDs

9780194309745

Content Area Readers to practise and extend vocabulary,
language and concepts available

Content Area Readers Library Pack

9780194309646

Academic Language Accelerator

9780194525053

46

Growing and Changing

InDesign/PDF
Audio files
Image files for
illustrations

Rights
information
3Full rights in

!

text, audio
recordings and
illustrations

Describe Change

Some images
require
reclearance
or removal

1. cocoon

4. tadpole

7. cat

10. chick

2. caterpillar

5. frog

8. nest

11. bird

3. butterfly

6. kitten

9. egg

12. hatch

Use the verb becomes to talk about how
animals change.
The chick becomes a bird.
The tadpole becomes a frog.
The caterpillar becomes a butterfly.
Talk about how the animals change.

112 Unit 6 Life Science

4017756_OPDK2e_MONO.indb 112

12

See more online at: oup.com/elt

The kitten becomes a
The cocoon becomes a
The
becomes a

.
.
.
113

8/30/11 12:38 PM

4017756_OPDK2e_MONO.indb 113

8/30/11 12:38 PM

Oxford Picture Dictionary
Content Areas for Kids

Second
edition

Bilingual print
editions

Beginner to intermediate
(primary) level

Handheld
electronic
dictionary
devices

More than 800 words in 70 topics grouped into nine
thematic units

Electronic
applications
for Web and
mobile

Workbook includes vocabulary and academic language
practice for every topic
Reproducables Collection, including pre-reading,
reading, post-reading and writing practice, available
More than 800 word and picture cards available

Formats

Teacher’s Edition is based on research-based
instructional routines

InDesign/PDF

Audio for pronunciation of dictionary terms and
readings available

Audio files

Additional vocabulary practice including karaoke-style
chants available

English Dictionary

9780194017756

English-Spanish Edition

9780194017770

Customizable tests for every topic available

Teacher's Edition

9780194017800

Workbook

9780194017794

Reproducibles Collection (2 books)

9780194017848

Audio CDs

9780194017831

Assesment CD-ROM

9780194017909

Kids' Readers Library Pack (10 books)

9780194309394

Kids' Readers Teacher's Book with Audio CD

9780194309493

Unit 6 Expansion

Image files for
illustrations

Rights
information
3Full rights in
text, audio
recordings and
line illustrations

Life Science

A Read a Chart

C Make a Chart

Look at the Animal Features chart.

Complete the chart in your notebook.

Animal Features
tail
fish

✗

snake

✗

squirrel

✗

parrot

✗

lion

✗

wings

fin

Animal Features
feathers
scales

paws

✗

fur

fish
snake
squirrel
parrot

✗

lion
✗

A: Does a parrot have feathers?
B: Yes, a parrot has feathers.

Talk about the chart. Take turns.

2. How many animals have
scales? Name them.

B: Does a lion have scales?
A: No, a lion doesn’t have scales.

A parrot has wings.
A snake has a tail.
A lion has a tail and

A: Does a

A

B: Yes, a

.
has a tail and a fin.
has
.

B: Does a
A: No, a

124 Unit 6 Life Science

4017756_OPDK2e_MONO.indb 124

Talk with your class.
List. Look at the charts.
1. How many animals have
a tail? Name them.

Ask and answer uestions about
your chart. Take turns.

B Discuss

A

E Think Critically

D Discuss

✗

have
has

Compare. Look at the charts.
1. How are a fish and a
snake the same?

?
.

have
?
doesn’t have

.

2. Pick two other animals.
How are they the same?

125

8/30/11 12:39 PM

4017756_OPDK2e_MONO.indb 125

8/30/11 12:39 PM
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Dictionaries

Example
use cases

Created using Oxford Children’s
Corpus with over 200 million words

Oxford Children’s
Picture Dictionary
Dictionaries

A topic-based dictionary
for young learners
Beginner level
Over 800 words for 40 topics taught in school
Includes conversation-based activities that draw on
children’s everyday experiences on every page
CLIL (Content and Language Integrated Learning) topics
link English to other subjects, making language more
meaningful
20 songs, helping students to remember new language
Covers all the Cambridge English Young Learners topics,
to build children’s confidence ahead of test day
Illustrations available
Oxford Children’s Picture Dictionary

XML database available of headwords, picture
thumbnails and coordinates on spreads

Example
use cases

Formats

Translations and audio for headwords available

Bilingual print
editions

XML

Image files for illustrations

Audio files

Page spreads available
as InDesign files

Data components may be
available in other formats,
e.g. CSV

Handheld
electronic
dictionary
devices
Electronic
applications
for web and
mobile

9780194340465

26 Maths and Science
star

add

plus

subtract

minus

planet

sun

multiply
earth

divide

equals

Rights
information

moon

metre
rocket

3Full rights in
text, audio
recordings and
line illustrations

shapes

astronaut

triangle

rectangle
gram

square

kilometre
centimetre

circle
kilogram

millimetre

weigh

measure
Tom is 120 centimetres tall.
How tall are you?

Find a square, a circle, a triangle
and a rectangle in your classroom.

Emma is weighing things.

Say the odd numbers.

Are they heavy or light?

Then say the even numbers.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
46

Unit 7 At School

4340458 OCPD_SO.indb 46

14
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Graded Readers Highlights

StarsReading in English is one of the most effective ways

Oxford Graded Readers 2019
www.oup.com/elt/eltbusinessdevelopment

First steps to reading
success for very young
learners of English

Graded Readers

Featuring popular characters from the Dora the Explorer,
Blaze and the Monster Machines and Team Umizoomi,
Reading Stars has been designed to guide very young children
from their first experience of stories in English towards the
goal of reading independently.

g Stars
Readin
Key Components
Story books with a
picture dictionary and
follow-up language
and comprehension
activities
Phonics story books with
a story, picture dictionary
and follow-up phonics
activities

Teacher’s guide with
Photocopiable resources
Audio of the story, picture
dictionary and audio for
phonics activities

More than 45
character based stories
for pre-primary

Parent’s guide with
Printable resources
Parent’s videos providing
support and guidance

Ages 3+

Three reading levels
Story books and
phonics story books

Oxford Reading Adventures
Live the story!

4234313 White
Stones Cover.qxd

White Stones

14/8/06

10:30

Page 14

White Stones

19/9/12
14/8/06

14:00

Page 1

10:30

Page 15

The White Ston

Page-faithful audio available, to be used with text and illustrations
Standalone audio version available, optimised for use without
accompanying text or images

20/03/2015 12:27

Oranges in the snow

MS

MS

STARTER

You follow the bicycle tracks to a bigger road, so
you cannot see the tracks any more.
■ Go to 18.

1 4234283 OBWS Mystery in London.indd 26

07:20

MS

Page 24

Snow

1

Oranges in the Snow

36

For apps, e-books,You go to the blue plane. There are lots of boxes of
audiodownlo
ads,
and free resources
go to
oranges.
A man with long hair is putting the boxes
www.oup.com
/elt/gradedre
aders

Oranges in the

in a lorry. Next to him is the pilot. Some passengers are next
to the plane, but nobody has a beard.
‘Do we talk to the man with the long hair or the pilot?’

250 Headwords

of Getty Images
you
ask Joe.
(snowmobiles/
Joseph Devenney)

3

You talk to the pilot. Go to 30.
s
You talk to the man with long hair. Go to 8.

37
■

These tracks go to the airport.

Go to 27.

STARTER

■
■

MS

Cover image courtesy

MS

(1710 words):

STARTER

don

HELEN BRO
OKE

4 BOOKWOR

Mystery in Lon

STARTER

4 BOOKWOR

25

9/8/06

‘Everything’s
ready now. We
can do the
experiment,’
says your assistant
Joe.
You are the famous
The night is cold and windy. Outside the laboratory a
scientist Mary
Durie
working in a laboratory
dog howls. You are Mary Durie, the famous scientist.
in Alaska. When
discover something
you
In your hand is a small flower. It grows in Alaska and other
it is people want
very new and
valuable,
to try to steal
your idea – can
them before they
very special. It can help people to see in the dark, you think.
you stop
escape? (Word
count 1,710)
Joe, your assistant, tells you, ‘Everything’s ready now.

www.oup.com/elt

4

4234283 OBWS Mystery in London.indd 9

Page 1

Oranges in the

Snow

PHILLIP BU
R R OW S
AND MARK
FO S T E R

“Everything’s ready now. We can
do the experiment,” says your assistant Joe. You are the famous
scientist Mary Durie, working in a laboratory in Alaska. When you
discover something very new and valuable, other people want to try
to steal your idea – can you stop them before they escape?
in the Snow Cover

NEW.indd 1

17/04/2015

Six women are dead because
of the Whitechapel Killer. Now another woman lies in a London street
and there is blood everywhere. She is very ill. You are the famous
detective Mycroft Pound: can you catch the killer before he escapes?
Mystery in London.indd

07:20

4234290 Oranges

3

4234283 OBWS

9/8/06

Oranges in the Snow

4 BOOKWOR

Oranges in the snow

S

& Underwood

MS

ISBN: 9780194234313 Pages: 48

250 Headwords

Cover image by
Sir
courtesy of Corbis John Wolfe Wolfe-Barry/
Underwood

STARTER

“The people on this island don’t
like archaeologists,” the woman on the ferry says. You only want to
study the 4,500-year-old Irish megalithic stones, but very soon strange
things begin to happen to you. Can you solve the mystery in time?

For apps, e-books,
audio downloads,
and free resources
go to
www.oup.com
/elt/gradedre
aders

(1450 words):

S
Slowly the sun comes up. The sun shines between
the two
big stones. It shines into the door of the tomb. When this
happens, the people begin to sing.
You look through the door of the tomb. Go to 9.
You do not look through the door. Go to 27.

4
4

Mystery in London

courtesy of Corbis

and Mark Foster

24

Richard Cummins

3

www.oup.com/elt

Oranges in
the snOw
Phillip Burrows

Six women are
dead because
London
Whitechapel Killer. Mysteryofinthe
Now another
woman
lies in a London
street and there
is blood

Mystery in London

everywhere. She
It is the year 1898, and you are Mycroft Pound, the
You talk
to the
is very
ill.sailor.
You are the‘Do
famous detective. You are sitting in your house in
you know a ship called the Californian?’ you
famous
detective Mycroft
Pound; can you
catchask
thehim.
London, one cold November evening. There is a knock at the (Word
killer before he
escapes?
count 1,450)
door. It is Inspector Freewell of the London police.
The sailor looks at you. ‘I am from Russia,’ he says. ‘I do
‘Can you come to Whitechapel, Mr Pound? We need
not speak English.’
■ Go to 5.
your help. There’s a woman in the street. She isn’t dead, but
there’s blood everywhere. We think it’s the Whitechapel
Killer again.’
■ You put on your coat. Go to 18.

1

250 Headwords

Cover image by

The next day you get up very early. You drive to
21 the Stones of Clayonag. When you arrive, you see
a lot of cars. You get out of your car and walk to the
tomb. There are a lot of people near the tomb. They are
looking at the sun, and waiting.

We can do the experiment.’ He points to the flower.
You are a little afraid but you say, ‘OK, let’s start.’
■ You begin the experiment. Go to 18.

MYSTERY IN
LONDON Helen
Brooke

on

aders

STARTER

(1850 words):

Possible use cases include games and voice-controlled virtual
reality experiences.
Mystery in Lond

nes

L E S T E R VA
UGHAN

For apps, e-books,

audio downloads,
and
free resources
go to
www.oup.com
/elt/gradedre

4

Two British English stories and two American English stories

The White Sto

The White Stones

4 BOOKWOR

Rich audio with multiple actors, music and sound effects available

‘The people on
this island don’t
like
archaeologists,’
the woman on
the ferry
says. You only
want to study
the 4,500 yearold Irish megalithic
stones, but very
soon
strange things
begin to happen
to you.
Can you solve
the mystery in
time?
(Word count 1,850)

4 BOOKWOR

Graded readers in the style of choose-your-own-adventure
stories where the reader takes the part of the main character
and makes choices that decide the outcome of the story.

THE WHITE
STONES Lester
Vaughan

es

4 BOOKWOR

ar s

to improve language skills. Oxford’s English-learning
Readers are expertly graded and organised across
series for different age groups and topics.

20/03/2015 12:27

20/03/2015

12:25

ISBN: 9780194234290 Pages: 48

ISBN: 9780194234283 Pages: 48
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Oxford Read and Imagine
Oxford Read and Discover
Graded Readers

Oxford Read and Imagine

Oxford Read and Discover

By Paul Shipton, contributing author to
Oxford Reading Tree

Series Editor: Hazel Geatches

Ages 8+

Ages 8+

60 non-fiction titles

65 fiction titles

Grandpa

Clunk

He’s no ordinary
granddad… Grandpa
is a scientist who
has made all sorts
of inventions
and incredible
machines – especially
his amazing van, which
can travel anywhere in space
and even time.

Enter a world of discovery
and adventure – improve your
English through fact and fiction!
Oxford Read and Imagine invites young
readers into an exciting world of great stories.
Follow Rosie, Ben, Grandpa and his robot Clunk on
their adventures in Grandpa’s fantastic van. The van
can fly. It can change shape. It can go anywhere in
the world in moments... And it can travel through
time! Together they explore the everyday life and
familiar settings, discover nature and history, solve
problems and deal with difficulties along their way.

Clunk is a friendly
robot built by
Grandpa
himself from
bits of other
machines
and household
objects. He’s
Grandpa’s best assistant.

Ben

Rosie

Ben is a curious boy
who likes finding
out about new
things. He
often has
his head in
a book and
he comes up with
great ideas if the group
gets into trouble on their
adventures.

Ben’s younger sister
Rosie is an active
girl who loves
running,
jumping,
dancing and all
sorts of sports. When
situations get a little
scary, she is always brave
and resourceful!

Watch kids grow up with
Rosie and Ben as they enjoy
reading at the right level.

A powerful partnership
between fact and fiction!
Oxford Read and Imagine readers are matched
with Oxford Read and Discover titles to give
learners the chance to explore the same topics
through fact and fiction.
The series cover three curriculum areas:
THE WORLD
OF SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY

THE WORLD OF
ARTS & SOCIAL
STUDIES

THE
NATURAL
WORLD
je
Pro ct

3 Choose and write the correct words.
1 Match.

1

Grandpa

and the children went into a cave with

Jane . She wanted to 2
They saw lots of paintings of

1 animals

The books include language support, activities and
projects to assist readers in their learning journey.
Learners can complete activities whilst reading or after
reading – some with supporting activities for the
Cambridge Young Learner Test. 2
2 laugh
3 cave

A Cave Story

Picture Dictionary

1 Look at the cave paintings and answer

them the cave .

the questions.

 . But there

3

was one animal that Jane didn’t know . Jane was
animals

that she didn’t know the animal .

4

go in Grandpa’s 5

animals

van

archaeologist

sad

paintings

4 Jane didn’t know what
the

wall

 .
 .
of animal it was .

5 Grandpa, the children, and Jane all got into
 .

6 They were going to the

!

mammoth

Grandpa

4 What is happening in the painting?

show

dark

elephant

fall

family

fast

flashlight

frightened

hill

hole

inside

5 Why do you think cave people did
these paintings?

Now tick ( ) the best name for Chapter One.
The cave paintings
The mammoth painting

What do you think life was like for cave
people? Talk to a friend.

The wolf paintings
27
ORI L4 Pictures from the Past SO.indb 27

16

computer

2 What kind of animals can you see?
3 Can you see any people?

of other animals, too .

2 There was a painting of a

3 There was a painting of a different

cold
1 How many animals can you see?

Complete the sentences.

1 There were

cave

!

4 wolf

Picture dictionaries and glossaries help with
unknown words along the way.

archaeologist binoculars

But they could go back in time to find out . They could

See more online at: oup.com/elt
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Oxford Read and Discover
Example
use cases
e-books
Reading
applications for
Web or mobile
Translations
Audiobooks

Rights
information

Broad subject areas include Science and Technology,
Nature, Arts and Social Studies
Activities and Projects in every book available

3Full rights for

American and British audio recordings available
Excellent teachers’ materials available
Picture Dictionary (levels 3 and 4) and Glossary
(levels 5 and 6) offer extra support

Formats
PDF Print Replica

Audio files

InDesign files

Level 1: 300 Headwords (Pre-A1/A1)
Level 2: 450 Headwprds (A1)
Level 3: 600 Headwords (High A1)
Level 4: 750 Headwords (A1/A2)
Level 5: 900 Headwords (A2/B1)
Level 6: 1050 Headwords (B1)

!

text, illustrations
and audio
Photos require
reclearance
or removal for
certain use cases

See more online at: www.oup.com/elt

Oxford Read and Imagine
Example
use cases

65 character based original fiction
stories for primary
Ages 8+
Nine reading levels
Links to Oxford Read and
Discover non-fiction readers
Starter to intermediate levels

e-books
Reading
applications for
Web or mobile
Translations
Audiobooks

9-level fiction series

Formats

First three levels are for pre-school

PDF Print Replica

Stories at Levels 1 to 6 link to non-fiction Oxford Read
and Discover Readers
In-book activities include Cambridge Young Learners
Exams preparation, and KET and PET at levels 5 and 6
Audio in both American or British English available
Interactive app-based e-books with animated stories, popup vocabulary support, and games available for some titles
Teacher’s Handbook with photocopiable worksheets
and answer keys available

InDesign files
Audio files

Early Starter: 30 Headwords (Pre-A1)
Starter: 100 Headwords (Pre-A1)
Beginner: 150 Headwords (Pre-A1)
Level 1: 300 Headwords (Pre-A1/A1)
Level 2: 450 Headwords (A1)
Level 3: 600 Headwords (High A1)
Level 4: 750 Headwords (A1/A2)
Level 5: 900 Headwords (A2/B1)
Level 6: 1050 Headwords (B1)

Standalone
Android apps for
some titles

Rights
information
3Full rights for
text, illustrations
and audio

See more online at: www.oup.com/elt
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Graded Readers

60 non-fiction stories for primary
Ages 8+
Six reading levels
Beginner to intermediate level
Cross-curricular topics make
learning English through other
subjects exciting
Perfect for CLIL (Content and
Language Integrated Learning)

Oxford Bookworms Library

Graded Readers

Example
use cases

8 ERF Language Learner
Literature Award Winners
13 ERF Language Learner Literature
Award Finalists

e-books
Reading
applications for
Web or Mobile
Translations
Audiobooks

Over 190 readers across seven
reading levels from beginner
to advanced
Ages 11+
Classics, modern fiction, non-fiction and more

Rights
information

Carefully graded vocabulary
Audiobooks available. Also available embedded in
e-books, chapter by chapter

3Full text rights
3Dramatic

End-of-book excercises build language skills and check
understanding

readings
available

!

Cover
illustrations not
available for
some use cases,
but generic
covers available

Stories are readable without illustrations
Audio improves reading and listening skills

Starter: 250 Headwords (A1)
Level 1: 400 Headwords (A1/A2)
Level 2: 700 Headwords (A2/B1)

Glossaries teach difficult vocabulary

Level 3: 1000 Headwords (B1)

Editable tests for every book

Level 4: 1400 Headwords (B1/B2)

Formats

Level 5: 1800 Headwords (B2)

PDF Print Replica

ePub with embedded audio

ePub

Audio files

Level 6: 1800 Headwords (B2)
See more online at: www.oup.com/elt

Dominoes
Example
use cases
e-books
Reading
applications for
Web or mobile
Translations
Audiobooks

Over 90 full-colour stories with
dramatised audio
Five reading levels
Perfect for reading practice and
language skills development
Upper-primary and
lower-secondary levels
Ages 11+
Carefully graded vocabulary following acclaimed
Bookworms syllabus

Rights
information

Includes task-based projects in every book
Teaching resources avaiable

3Full rights

!

Glossaries, illustrations and dramatised audio
recordings available

for text and
illustrations
Photos require
reclearance
or removal for
certain use cases

Formats
PDF Print Replica

Audio files

InDesign files
See more online at: www.oup.com/elt
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Classic Tales

Second
edition

e-books
Reading
applications
for Web or
mobile

Classic stories from Europe and
around the world in simple English
More than 40 beautifully
illustrated books
Ages 6+
Five reading levels

Translations
Audiobooks

Rights
information

Reading, writing and drama activities included
Picture dictionaries and glossaries with illustrations and
examples available
Activity Books and Play for every story available
Teachers’ rescources available

for text and
illustrations

Key Components
Level 1: 100 Headwords (A1)
Level 2: 150 Headwprds (A1)
Level 3: 200 Headwords (A1)

Formats
PDF Print Replica

3Full rights

Level 4: 300 Headwords (A1/A2)

Audio files

Level 5: 400 Headwords (A2/B1)

InDesign files

See more online at: www.oup.com/elt

Dolphin Readers
Example
use cases

40 full-colour fiction and
non-fiction graded readers for
primary and pre-primary

e-books
Reading
applications
for Web or
mobile

Ages 5+
Five reading levels
Fiction and non-fiction texts

Translations

Picture dictionary in every book

Audiobooks

Cross-curricular topics include Grammar, Living Together,
The World Around Us, and Science and nature

Rights
information

Stimulating integrated activities support and develop
students’ English language skills
Carefully graded language introduces new points in an
entertaining context

3 Full rights
for text and
illustrations

Key Components
Starter

Formats
PDF Print Replica
InDesign/Quark files
depending on title

!

Level 1

Audio files

Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
See more online at: www.oup.com/elt
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Photos
require
reclearance
or removal for
certain use
cases

Graded Readers

Example
use cases

Language Learner Literature Awards
(for several first edition books)

See more online at: oup.com/elt

Songs, stories

Animated stories,
animated songs,
live action songs

Stories, songs,
listening
activities

Animations,
storyteller
vocabulary
presentations

Audio
Content:

Video
Content:

Animated
stories,
animated
songs

Songs, stories

–

2–6

• Pre-school
• Stories
• Craftwork

Playtime

Songs, nursery
rhymes, phonics
songs, stories

–

3–6

• Imaginative
world
• Play
• Learn and
explore
• Phonics
• Stories

Archie’s
World

Live action songs,
Animated stories,
animated songs,
animated songs,
animated nursery
live action songs
rhymes, stories

Songs

–

2–6

• Crosscurricular
topics
• 3D pop-ups
• Live-action
songs

Mouse and
Me!

Pedagogy

* This level chart is only a rough guide to the approximate levels of Oxford books.

–

–

CEFR
Level:

2–6

• Story-based
approach
• Oral communication

Jump in

3–6

• Childcentred
• ‘Can-do’
approach
• Stories
• Songs
• Crafts
• Oral / aural
skills

Learn
English with
Dora the
Explorer

Fun

Age
Level :

Key
Words:

Title:

Beg.

Elem.

PreInt.

Int.

UpperInt.

Adv.

Pre-Primary Course Books

Animated
stories

Songs, chants,
stories

–

2–4 / 3–6

• Fun
• Phonics
• Family
values

• Tracing
practice
• Numeracy
• One-page,
one-lesson

Animated
stories

Songs, stories

–

3–6

• Pre-literacy
• Inquirybased
approach
• 21st century
skills

Show and
Tell

Challenging
Little
Friends
First Friends
2nd Edition

Animated
stories, songs,
documentary
footage

Songs, chants,
stories

A1–A1+

6–12

• Real-world
• Crosscurricular
topics
• British
culture

Explorers

Fun

Animated
stories

Songs, chants,
stories

A1–B1

5–13

• Communicative
• Jazz chants
• New phonics
chants
• YLE

Let's Go
4th Edition
•
•
•
•

Animated
stories,
animated
songs

Songs, chants,
stories

Pre A1–B1

5–13

Motivating
Songs
Values
21st century
skills

Everybody
Up
2nd Edition

Songs, stories

Animated
stories

Animated stories,
live action songs,
documentary footage,
culture films, crosscurricular slideshows,
interactive games

Pre A1–B1

6–12

• STEM
• Module
tasks
• Crosscurricular
• Crossculture

Starlight

Songs, chants,
stories, listening
activities

A1– A1+

6-12

• Reality based
• Video rich
• Child centred
• Collaborative
• Criticalthinking tasks

Learn
With Us

Pedagogy

Primary Course Books

Animated
stories,
animated
songs

Songs, chants,
stories

Pre A1–B2+

6–13

• ‘Fluency
Time!’
• Projects and
craft
activities
• Cultures
• YLE & Trinity

Family and
Friends
2nd Edition

Songs, chants,
stories

Animated
stories

Animated stories,
documentary
footage, review
video, interactive
games

Pre A1–B2+

6–15

• Brainstorming
• Fast-finisher
activities

Oxford
Discover

Songs, chants,
stories, listening
activities

Pre-A1 to B1

6–12

• Enquirybased
• Challenging
and
motivating
• 21st century
skills
• Widening
horizons

Bright Ideas

Course Books

20

Documentary
footage,
diagrams,
graphics

Songs, chants,
articles

A1–B2

6-12

• Inquirybased
• CLIL
• 5E science
methodologies

Oxford
Discover
Science

Animated
sounds and
words

Songs, chants,
stories

A1

4–8

• Phonics
• Interactive
• Activities

Oxford
Phonics
World

Challenging

21

Dialogues,
presentations,
documentary
footage

Dialogues,
sketches,
documentary
footage

Animations, live
action (drama),
culture videos

Video
Content:

Documentary
footage

Vocabulary,
dialogues, texts

A1–B2+

12–18

* This level chart is only a rough guide to the approximate levels of Oxford books.

Vocabulary,
dialogues,
texts

A1–B2

12–18

Vocabulary,
dialogues, texts

A1–B1

Fusion

• Communication • Integrated
• Paired skills
skills
• Integrated video • Real-world
• Inclusive
content
resources
• Critical
• Exam support
thinking

Link It!

Songs, stories,
listening
activities

A1–B1

CEFR
Level:

12–18

• Video rich
• Social media
• Mixed-ability
support
• Online
homework

Metro

Audio
Content:

10–15

• Project-based
learning
• Communication
• Collaboration
• Life skills

Project
Explore

Fun

Age
Level :

Key
Words:

Title:

Beg.

Elem.

PreInt.

Int.

UpperInt.

Adv.

Network

Dialogues

—

Grammar
animations,
documentary
footage, vox
pops

A1–B2

12–18

Live action
(drama)

Dialogues

A1–B1

16+

Documentary
footage

Dialogues

A1–B2

16+

Documentary
footage,
live action
(drama)

Dialogues

A1–B2

16+

• General &
business
English
• Work skills
• Pocket Book

International
Express
3rd Edition

Pedagogy

• One-page,
• Reading focus • Guided
one-lesson
conversation
• Mixed-ability
• Contextualised • BBC videos
support
• Social media
vocabulary
• Classroom
literacy
• CEFRsupport
correlated

Scope

Songs,
dialogues

A1–B2

12–18

• Mixed-ability
support
• New puzzles,
games, and
songs

English Plus
2nd Edition

Smart
Choice
3rd Edition

Secondary and Adult Course Books

Insight

Documentary
footage

Dialogues

A1–C1

14+

Documentary
footage

Stories,
dialogues

A1–C1

16+

• Grammar Builder • Cultures
• Vocabulary
• Vocabulary
Builder
syllabus
• Exam
• Exam
preparation
preparation
• Guided
approach

Solutions
3rd Edition

American
Headway
3rd Edition

Factflix (topic
presentation),
Reflect
(documentary
style)

Dialogues,
Listening
genres

A2-C1

12-18

Documentary
footage

Songs, stories,
dialogues

A1–C1

16+

• Inquiry-based
• Teacher
learning
Toolkit
• 21st century skills
• International
• Inductive
exams
grammar
approach
• Literature section
and writing
workshop

Oxford
Discover
Futures

Documentary
footage

Stories,
dialogues

A1–C1

16+

• Balance of
four skills
• Grammar
syllabus
• Vocabulary
support

Headway
5th Edition

English File
4th Edition

Stories,
dialogues,
monologues

Documentary
footage

Documentary
footage,
live action
(drama)
Documentary
footage,
live action
(drama)

A1–C1

16+

Stories,
dialogues

A1–C1

16+

Stories,
dialogues

A1–C1

16+

• Balance of
four skills
• Social
language
• Innovative
approach

Navigate

Challenging

• Pronunciation
• Natural
syllabus
English
• Communication • Intermediate
plus level
training

American
English File
2nd Edition

Course Books

See more online at: oup.com/elt

Business Result
Example
use cases
e-books

Business / ESP

Interactive
courseware for
Web or mobile

Second
edition

Offers business students and
professionals more communication
and language practise than ever
before
Develops skills to use immediately
in the workplace
Six levels from starter to advanced

Rights
information
3Rights for text,
illustrations,
audio and video

!

Excerpts, photos,
audio and
video require
reclearance
or removal for
certain use cases

British English
Talking Points get students talking about relevant
business concepts
Viewpoints offer integrated video material, which brings
business English to life
Language Points provide explicit grammar explanations
applied in a business context
Video and audio materials available to support students
working at home or in class
Online practice excercises available as SCORM
Tips for adapting every activity for one-on-one lessons
included in the Teacher’s Book

Formats
PDF

Video files

InDesign files

SCORM for supplementary
practice

Audio files

See more online at: www.oup.com/elt

Business one:one
Example
use cases
e-books
Interactive
courseware for
Web or mobile

Three-level business course
specifically designed for one-to-one
teaching and learning
Pre-intermediate and
intermediate level
Learner-centred syllabus helps students and teachers
work together to build a customised course

Rights
information
3Rights for text,

!

illustrations,
and audio
Excerpts,
photos and
audio require
reclearance
or removal for
certain use cases

Covers a variety of core business skills such as dealing
with people, projects, and meetings
Short lessons with communicative tasks mean students
use new language immediately

Key Components

Flexible, non-linear structure gives students freedom
within each lesson so they can choose what they want
to learn

Business one:one Pre-intermediate Student's Book
and MultiROM Pack

9780194576420

Business one:one Pre-intermediate Teacher's Book

9780194576437

Includes extra listening material, email practice,
interactive grammar exercises, and language tests for
additional study between classes

Business one:one Pre-intermediate Class CDs (2)

9780194576451

Business one:one Intermediate Plus Student's Book
and MultiROM Pack

9780194576376

Business one:one Intermediate Plus Teacher's Book

9780194576383

Business one:one Intermediate Plus Class CDs (2)

9780194576468

Business one:one Advanced Student's Book and MultiROM Pack

9780194576819

Business one:one Advanced Teacher's Book

9780194576840

Business one:one Advanced Class Audio CDs (2)

9780194576857

Formats
PDF

Audio files

InDesign files

22
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Oxford English for Careers
Example
use cases

Teaches pre-work students to
communicate in English, within
the context of their chosen career

e-books

Elementary to advanced levels

Rights
information

British English

3Rights for text,
illustrations,
and audio

Teaches English in context, so students practise the
language and skills they need for the job in real work
situations

e
e
e

urse
urse
urse

+
+
+

45
45

Key Components

Excerpts,
photos and
audio require
reclearance
or removal for
certain use cases

Extra facts, figures, quotations, and specialist terminology
included

6 Commerce titles

Additional activities and tests in the Teacher’s Resource
Book make the course suitable for mixed-ability classes;

6 Nursing titles

PDF

6 Technology titles
6 Oil and Gas titles

InDesign/Quark
files depending
on title

3 Finance titles

Audio files

Project work in the Student’s Book, additional activities
on the Student’s Site, and a Key words list of essential
vocabulary at the end of every unit

Business
Business
Essentials
Business
Essentials
Essentials

2 Technology for Engineering and Applied Sciences titles

Telephoning
Small classes
Designed forFlexible
in-work students
Telephoning
Flexible
Small classes
modular
Flexible
order
Socializing
Telephoning
Flexible
Small
classes
modular
Flexible
Socializing
Teaches
in aorder
Writing
Skills to communicate
structure
Interactive
modular
Flexible
order
Socializing
Writing Skills
structure
Interactive
rangeSkills
of business
Grammar
and
self-study
Writing
structuresituations
Interactive
Grammar and
self-study
communication
Grammar
and
self-study
communication
Three levelsfocus
from beginner
to
communication
focus
pre-intermediate
Short course
focus
Short course
BEC practice
Short
course
American English
BEC practice
BEC practice
22+

18+

Skills for
Skills for
Business
Skills
for
Business
Studies
Business
Studies
Studies

Business
Business
one
: one
Business
one : one
one : one

Culture file at the end of each unit includes useful tips
about international customs and cultures
( Downloadable

Downloadable
Audio for listening( practice
available
可下载 )

( Downloadable
可下载 )
Levels 1 and 2 also include
可下载20
) pages of TOEIC® practice

Teacher’s Guide includes extra photocopiables for use in
class, and progress tests to track students’ development
20 50
20 50

Express Series
Express Series
Express Series

18+ Business Venture Beginner
22+ iTools
18+
22+
Teacher's Guide
18+ Business Venture 1 Elementary
22+

22+

Supported speaking and listening practice throughout
the course

24 48
24 48

edition

Business Result
Business Result
2nd Edition
Business
Result
2nd Edition
2nd Edition

40 80
40 80

SCORM for
supplementary
practice

Formats
Special Skills 专业技能
Special Skills PDF
专业技能
Special Skills 专业技能

Third

Academic
Ready-to-use
Work skills/
Academic
Ready-to-use
Work skills/
reading &
business skills
professions/
Academic
Ready-to-use
Work skills/
reading &
business skills
professions/
writing &
Real-world
case
industryreading
business
skills
professions/
writing
Real-world case
industrySuitable
studies
specific
writing
Real-world
case
industrySuitable Key Components
studies
specific
for
degree
Video
for
Specialized
Suitable
studies
specific
for degree Business Venture
Video
for Teacher's GuideSpecialized
Beginner
programmes
students
Practical
for degree
Video
for
Specialized
programmes
students
Practical
Business Venture
Beginner
Essay-writing
Video
for Workbook
Short course
programmes
students
Practical
Essay-writing
Video for
Short course
skills
teacher
training
Essay-writing
Video
for
Short
Business
Venture
Beginner
Student's
Book
Pack course
skills
teacher training
(Student's Book
+ CD) training
skills
teacher

Modular
with either a functional
or
22+ unit structure 18+
22+
22+
22+
communicative
focus 18+

25 30
25 30

9 Tourism titles

3 Engineering titles

Business Venture
English
English
for
Work
English
for Work
for Work

Formats

6 Medicine titles

Student Book,
Teachers Resource Book
and Class Audio CD

The Teacher’s Resource Book provides specialist
background to the industry for every unit, as well as
industry tips to support non-expert teachers

ess 商务
ess 商务
ess
ess 商务

ess
ure
ess
ure
tion
ure
tion
tion

!

Authentic and up-to date information in every course,
written and checked by industry insiders

22+
22+
22+

Oxford English
Oxford English
for Careers
Oxford
English
for Careers
for Careers

Written by
Written by
industryby
insiders
Written
industry insiders
Professional
industry
insiders
Professional
profiles
Professional
profiles
Industry
profiles tips
Industry tips
9780194578059
Industry tips

Successful
Series
Successful
Series
Audio
files
Series

InDesign
files
Successful
SCORM for
supplementary
Video-based
practice
Video-based

Presentations
Video-based
Presentations
Meetings
Presentations
Meetings
Corporate
Meetings
Example
Corporate
training
Corporate
use
cases
training
training

9780194578066

e-books

9780194578196

Interactive
courseware for
Web22+
or mobile

9780194578202
18+
18+

9780194578011
18+

22+
22+

Business Venture 1 Elementary Workbook

9780194578028

Business Venture 1 Elementary Student's Book Pack
(Student's Book + CD)

9780194578172

Rights
information

Business Venture 1 Elementary iTools

9780194578219

Business Venture 2 Pre-Intermediate Teacher's Guide

9780194578097

Business Venture 2 Pre-Intermediate Workbook

9780194578103

Business Venture 2 Pre-Intermediate Student's Book Pack
(Student's Book + CD)

9780194578189

Business Venture 2 Pre-Intermediate iTools

9780194578226

See more online at: oup.com/elt

40 80
40 80

25 30
25 30

40 70
40 70

3Rights for text,
illustrations,
andaudio

( Downloadable

Downloadable
! ((Excerpts,
可下载 )
Downloadable

可下载and
)
photos
可下载 )
audio require
reclearance
or removal for
certain use cases
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25 30
25 30

Business / ESP

Interactive
courseware for
Web or mobile

Nine careers in focus including
Commerce, Medicine, Nursing,
Tourism, Finance, Engineering
and others

Q Skills for Success

EAP / Skills

Winner ComputED Gazette’s 2015
EDDIE Awards, category
Post-Secondary: ELL/ESL Website

Six-level paired skills series that
helps students to think critically
and succeed academically
Beginner to advanced levels
American English
Question-centered approach
Enhanced listening and reading comprehension
activities
Research-based vocabulary program
Video in every unit provides an engaging springboard
for students to think critically

Example
use cases

Note-taking skills and an extended writing syllabus
develop essential skills for academic success

e-books
Interactive
courseware for
Web or mobile

Rights
information
3Rights for text,

!

illustrations,
audio and video
Excerpts, photos,
audio and
video require
reclearance
or removal for
certain use cases

SCORM available for online practice material

Formats
PDF

Video files

InDesign files

SCORM for supplementary
practice

Audio files

Reading and Writing
Student Book with iQ Online Intro

978 0 19 481805 6

Student Book with iQ Online Level 1

978 0 19 481838 4

Student Book with iQ Online Level 2

978 0 19 481870 4

Student Book with iQ Online Level 3

978 0 19 481902 2

Student Book with iQ Online Level 4

978 0 19 481926 8

Student Book with iQ Online Level 5

978 0 19 481950 3

Listening and Speaking
Student Book with iQ Online Intro

978 0 19 481807 0

Student Book with iQ Online Level 1

978 0 19 481840 7

Student Book with iQ Online Level 2

978 0 19 481872 8

Student Book with iQ Online Level 3

978 0 19 481904 6

Student Book with iQ Online Level 4

978 0 19 481928 2

Student Book with iQ Online Level 5

978 0 19 481952 7

See more online at: www.oup.com/elt
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Second
edition

Oxford Handbooks for
Language Teachers

How Languages are Learned
Fourth Edition

Patsy M Lightbown and Nina Spada
A thoroughly updated edition of this prizewinning, readable
introduction to the main theories of first and second
language acquisition. This book introduces you to some of
the language acquisition research that will help you not
just to evaluate existing materials, but also to adapt and use
them in a way that fits what we currently understand about
how languages are learned.

Teaching English as an
International Language
Rethinking Goals and Approaches
Winner Ben Warren Prize
Shortlisted for the Frank Bell Prize
Sandra Lee McKay

Doing Task-based Teaching
Shortlisted for the Ben Warren Prize
Dave Willis and Jane Willis

ESOL: A Critical Guide
Melanie Cooke and James Simpson

Explaining English Grammar
Example
use cases

Shortlisted for the Ben Warren Prize
George Yule

Updated content includes new research and new areas
in pedagogy to provide a comprehensive overview of
research in the field.

Teaching American English
Pronunciation

Chapter Previews and Summaries with Questions for
Reflection.

Peter Avery and Susan Ehrlich

Companion website with vodcasts and content updates.

Techniques & Principles in
Language Teaching

Professional Development

The books in this series relate
theory to the practice of teaching,
and provide core reference material
for teacher education courses

Translations
e-books

Teaching Business English

Rights
information

Winner ESU HRH The Duke of Edinburgh
English Language Book Award
Mark Ellis and Christine Johnson

3Full rights
for text and
illustrations

Third Edition

Diane Larsen-Freeman and Marti Anderson
An updated third edition of this popular introduction to
language teaching methodology, which describes different
methods and approaches in language teaching.
Provides practical step-by-step guidance for
new teachers.
Clear and jargon-free.
Suitable for in-service and initial teacher training, and precourse reading for MA students.
Introduces more experienced teachers to new
approaches and teaching ideas.
New chapter on the use of digital technology.

Key Components
Doing Task-based Teaching

978 0 19 442210 9

Explaining English Grammar

978 0 19 437172 8

ESOL: A Critical Guide

978 0 19 4422673

PDF

How Languages are Learned Fourth Edition

978 0 19 454126 8

InDesign

Teaching American English Pronunciation

978 0 19 432815 9

Teaching Business English

978 0 19 437167 4

Teaching English as an International Language

978 0 19 437364 7

Techniques & Principles in Language Teaching

978 0 19 442360 1

See more online at: www.oup.com/elt
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Formats

Oxford Applied Linguistics
SERIES ADVISERS: ANNE BURNS AND DIANE LARSEN-FREEMAN

Applied Linguistics

A series of titles providing thorough yet
accessible coverage of topics at the forefront
of applied linguistics and language use
The goal of the series is to influence the
quality of language education through
publishing and disseminating relevant
scholarship and research
The authors of the series are noted
authorities in their fields

A Cognitive Approach to Language Learning
Winner MLA Kenneth W Mildenberger Prize
Peter Skehan
This book discusses psycholinguistic and cognitive aspects of
language learning, and looks at the contrast between universalist
accounts of language learning and accounts which focus on individual
differences between learners.

A History of English Language Teaching
Second Edition
A P R Howatt with H G Widdowson
A history of English Language Teaching that takes the reader from
the Renaissance to the present day. The book covers all the important
phases of the history from a global perspective.

Research Methods in Applied Linguistics
Zoltán Dörnyei
A comprehensive overview of research methodology in applied linguistics
which describes the various stages of qualitative and quantitative
investigations, from collecting the data to reporting the results.

The Study of Second Language Acquisition
Rod Ellis
This book is an encyclopedic survey of second language acquisition
research as developed over the last forty years. It provides sections
on the description of learners’ language, the role of the linguistic
environment and social context, internal mechanisms, individual
learner differences, and the role of instruction. It provides a balanced
account by representing a variety of perspectives, including cognitive,
linguistic, sociocultural, and neurolinguistic.

Translation in Language Teaching
Winner Ben Warren Prize
Guy Cook
A survey and critical assessment of arguments for and against
translation in different English language teaching contexts, this book
proposes ‘translation’ as one of a number of ways of relating English to
students’own languages. Establishing a new direction in practice and
research, it discusses ways in which translation might be incorporated
into materials, curriculum development, and teacher education.

Understanding Second Language Acquisition
Winner BAAL Book Prize (First Edition)

Language Assessment in Practice
Winner Sage/ILTA Book Award 2012
Lyle F Bachman and Adrian S Palmer

Language Assessment in Practice is a fully revised second edition
of the best-selling Language Testing in Practice. It allows readers to
become competent in the design development and use of language
assessments. The authors discuss concepts and procedures clearly,
illustrated with examples.

Language Testing in Practice
Winner MLA Kenneth W Mildenberger Prize
Lyle F Bachman and Adrian S Palmer
Relates language testing practice to current views of communicative
language teaching and testing. It builds on the theoretical background
expounded in Bachman’s Fundamental Considerations in Language
Testing (see page 118) and examines the design, planning, and
organization of tests.

Language Play, Language Learning
Winner MLA Kenneth W Mildenberger Prize
Shortlisted for the Ben Warren Prize
Guy Cook
This book demonstrates the extent and importance of language play
in human life and draws out the implications for applied linguistics
and language teaching.
26
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Rod Ellis
In this revised edition, Rod Ellis provides an authoritative and fully
updated introduction to key areas of theory and research in second
language acquisition for a readership of postgraduate language
teachers. He presents different theories of second language acquisition
and examines critical reactions to them. This updated edition reflects
recent research trends looking at cognitive and social aspects of L2
acquisition, and new chapters include Age and L2 acquisition, and
Psychological factors and L2 acquisition.
Key Components
Aspects of Language Teaching

9780194371285

A Cognitive Approach to Language Learning

9780194372176

Context and Culture in Language Teaching

9780194371872

Educating Second Language Teachers

9780194427562

A History of English Language Teaching

9780194421850

Language Assessment in Practice

9780194422932

Language Play, Language Learning

9780194421539

Language Testing in Practice

9780194371483

Research Methods in Applied Linguistics
Second Language Learning in the Early School Years:
Trends and Contexts
The Study of Second Language Acquisition

9780194422581

Translation in Language Teaching

9780194424752

Understanding Second Language Acquisition Second Edition

9780194422048

9780194348850
9780194422574

Multimedia and Digital Resources
Content Banks
Banks of grammar and
vocabulary practice exercises
and quizzes
Wide coverage of
different topics
XML available

Songs and Chants
Possible uses include
applications for Web, mobile,
quizzing or edutainment
software
Data components may be
available in other formats,
e.g. CSV or HTML

3 Full rights available

Songs and chants are an engaging way to teach young learners
rhythm, accent and intonation, and the repetition can be effective in
aiding vocabulary and grammar memorisation. Oxford has a catalogue
of professionally developed songs, collected from our range of English
courses for young learners.
Professionally recorded songs and chants to support
communication in English
Available for a range of ages of English learners, from pre-primary
to primary

Question Bank

Related text scripts available, as well as sheet music in limited cases

A bank of 1,700+ questions designed for primary learners that can be
repurposed across formats easily. Question types include:

Possible use cases include applications for Web and mobile, and
backing for video- or animation- based learning

Multiple choice

Type the answer

Listen and select

Speak to answer

Available formats include audio files and related texts in
PDF/InDesign

3 Full rights available

Interoperable Courseware
SCORM packages for
supplementary practice in key
English learning skills
Wide range of content
matchable to different
syllabuses and for different
ages and levels of ability

www.oup.com/elt/
eltbusinessdevelopment/audio

Delivered as SCORM

3 Distribution rights available

Video and Animations

Audiobooks
Professionally narrated/
dramatised recordings of
a wide range of stories, graded
to particular levels of
English ability

Songs and Chants Samples:

Usable for online courseware

Both British and American
audio available for certain series
Related texts available

3 Full rights available

Videos are a proven way of reinforcing language, and give learners
the opportunity to hear English spoken by native speakers. We have
a catalogue of videos available for English learning, from animated
young learners’ videos to high-production ‘soaps’ for adult learners.
Professionally filmed video content for English language learners
of all ages and abilities
Includes drama, documentary, animation and mixed-media
video content
Videos can teach a wide range of language points, including
grammar, vocabulary and functional phrases
Both British and American video available for certain series
Related texts and worksheets available

3 Full rights available for most in-house produced video and
animations content

Video and
Animation Samples:
www.oup.com/elt/
eltbusinessdevelopment/video

See more online at: oup.com/elt
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